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1. Purpose of report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Scrutiny Panel with a
findings and recommendations arising from the work of the sub
performance of the service areas under the remit of the Assistant
(Infrastructure).

2. Background

summary of the
group to review
Chief Executive

2.1 Members will recall that since February 2015 the challenge and scrutiny process has
been undertaken through performance reviews using PerformNL, the council's
performance management software. This provides the Panel with real time information
covering the most up to date performance results available. The drill down functionality
within PerformNL enables more detailed information to be reviewed (than can ever be
fitted into a paper report), e.g. targets and thresholds, trends, transaction volumes,
comments, national comparisons, and links to supplementary information.

2.2 Following the Chief Executive's report to Policy and Resources Committee in
December 2015 revising the organisational structure and outlining the priorities for the
council for the next five years, a revised programme of performance reviews for
2016/17 was agreed at the Panel meeting in August 2016. This comprises a review of
the service areas within each of the three Assistant Chief Executive portfolios.

2.3 Given the volume of information to be reviewed in each of the three Assistant Chief
Executive portfolios, it was agreed that a short life sub group be established for each
review. This group will undertake a detailed assessment before feeding back a
summary of findings and recommendations to full Panel meetings.

3. Sub group reviews

3.1 The Convener and three Panel Members represented the Scrutiny Panel at the sub
group meetings noted below to review the service areas under the remit of the
Assistant Chief Executive for Infrastructure.

17 th January − to review performance information for the Head of Environmental
Assets.
18 th January − to review performance information for the Head of Regulatory
Services and Waste Solutions.
20th January − to review performance information for the Head of Corporate Property
and Procurement and Head of Revenue and E−Government Solutions.

3.2 The review programme comprises five parts:

1. An overview of the service provided by the respective Head of Service, followed



by questions from Members. This outlines the main areas of work, resources, and
volume of business to enable the performance information to be considered in the
appropriate context.

2. An overlay of the performance information within the portfolio against the service
overview. This allows gaps to be identified and discussions on areas potentially
requiring further development.

3. A real time review of the latest performance results using PerformNL, this
includes a review of trends and national comparisons, where available, as well as an
assessment of targets and thresholds to ensure they are fit for purpose and remain
realistic but challenging. This is accompanied by questions from Members and
further discussions with the respective Head of Service to clarify points and/or
provide supplementary information.

4. Alignment with the council's five priorities. This discussion enables
identification of the key areas of work within the service which directly impact on the
council's priorities.

5. Discussions among sub group members to reach conclusions and agreement of
recommendations to be taken forward and considered by the full Scrutiny Panel.

3.3 A summary of the performance information considered, and discussions held at each of
the sub group meetings, to review the service areas within the remit of the Assistant
Chief Executive (Infrastructure) is attached in Appendices I to 4. This information is
displayed separately for each Head of Service area.

3.4 During deliberations following the sub group meetings in respect of the Head of
Environmental Assets, Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions, and Head of
Revenue and E−Government Solutions, supplementary information was requested to
provide added context and clarity on a number of points. This information is attached
as Appendices 5, 6, and 7 respectively.

4. Sub group findings

4.1 Following each of the reviews, members of the sub group agreed the following
recommendations for action. Recommendations relating to the portfolios for all four
Heads of Service are as follows:

4.1.1 Review the respective performance indicator suites to ensure all remain fit for
purpose, are outcome focussed, and contribute to the delivery of the council's
new priorities. In undertaking this work, consideration should be given to
suggestions from sub group members regarding development of new measures
of performance (these are summarised in the box at the end of Appendices 1 to
4).

4.1.2 Ensure targets are reviewed and appropriately reflect historical trends and future
projections and that thresholds are of a level sufficient enough to ensure early
warning for areas of underperformance. In undertaking this work, consideration
should be given to recommendations from sub group members regarding specific
targets and/or thresholds which require to be changed (these are summarised in
the box at the end of Appendices 1 to 4).

4.2 Recommendations specific to each Head of Service's portfolio are as follows:

Head of Environmental Assets
4.2.1 It was recognised that all efforts are made by the council to ensure that road

works required by contractors/utility companies to carry out repairs are
completed in a timely manner, and roads are reinstated to a quality standard.
However there are concerns of the impact this has on the road network in terms



of congestion and disruption to communities. The sub group therefore
recommends that the Head of Service review this further and identify additional
information or measures which will help to assess the impact of the
contractor's/utility company's performance and enable any issues to be
addressed.

4.2.2 Ensure monitoring arrangements for the Amey contract include continued
review of performance in terms of street light repairs, in particular in light of the
increasing time taken to carry out repairs and as the inventory moves to an
increase in LED technology.

Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions
4.2.3 It was recognised that work is underway to develop an appropriate suite of

measures for trading standards, and that national developments (still at the
planning stage) may impact on the service in the future. The sub group
therefore recommends that the Head of Service updates the Panel on the new
measures and intended outcomes once this work is complete, and ensures that
the council's best interests are represented in national developments.

4.2.4 Ensure the Waste Solutions service continues to be kept under review as the
new changes to collections are rolled out, ensuring ongoing monitoring of costs
and assessment of complaints to identify common themes and implementation
of solutions to avoid recurrence.

4.2.5 It was recognised that work is underway to develop a suite of performance
measures for 2017/18 for the newly combined Advice Services section to enable
Members and management to assess the efficiency of the service and benefits
gained for North Lanarkshire Council residents. The sub group therefore
recommends that the Head of Service updates the Panel on the new measures
and intended outcomes from this work.

42.6 While it was noted that a new suite of measures is being developed for the
newly combined Advice Services, there are concerns regarding the volume of
appeals and the subsequent success rate. The sub group therefore
recommends that the Head of Service (in collaboration with the Head of
Revenue and E−Government Solutions where appropriate) assess this process
to improve on a right first time approach and reduce resources required for the
appeals process.

Head of Corporate Property and Procurement
4.2.7 Following the review of Corporate Property, the sub group expressed concerns

over the lack of up to date data available to accurately assess performance and
the varying targets over the years and lack of clarity over the rationale for target
setting. In addition clarification was sought as to why measures only related to
the one contract, why inspections were no longer undertaken, and what
mechanism was now in place to assess quality. In light of this, Members of the
sub group considered they were unable to have an informed discussion on this
service and recommended a full Panel review take place.

Head of Revenue and E−Government Solutions
4.2.8 While it was noted that the service processes a large volume of benefits, and

the extent of national changes combined with changes to personal
circumstances can result in a lack of clarity for the public, there are concerns
regarding the volume of appeals and the subsequent success rate. The sub
group therefore recommends that the Head of Service assess this process to
identify the reasons for the appeals and implement remedial action to reduce
the costs involved in processing appeals.



4.2.9 Ensure customer satisfaction levels for First Stop Shops continues to be kept
under review following changes to opening hours, in order to assess any impact
and implement improvements as required.

4.2.10 It was recognised that major work is underway across the council through the
Transformation Committee to develop a business service model that includes
automatic processing for invoices; the sub group recommends this review takes
cognisance of the indicator target and ensures this is increased accordingly at
the appropriate time.

5. Recommendations

5.1 It is recommended that the Scrutiny Panel:
(1) notes the contents of this report and accompanying appendices,
(2) agrees the recommendations noted in sections 4.1 and 4.2 above,
(3) agrees the approach to progress the recommendation noted in paragraph 4.2.7

above for a full Panel review of the Corporate Property service,
(4) agrees that a further report be brought to a future meeting of the Panel to update

on progress of all recommendations noted above, and
(5) agrees to continue to use real time performance information in the challenge and

scrutiny process.

'L

W.Chief
Executive

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact Linda
Johnston, Strategic Adviser, tel: 01698 302559.



Real time performance review
Head of Environmental Assets

1. Service overview

Environmental Assets comprises:

Appendix I

Roads, street lighting and winter service − the service is managed by North Lanarkshire
and delivered by Amey Public Services, through an LLP (limited liability partnership)
between the council and Amey Local Government, and a broad range of private
contractors. The contract is focussed on the maintenance of the roads network and council
staff manage the contract and the use of the roads network.

Roads and landscape design service incorporating road safety and school crossing
patrol service − we work across the council and with a range of partners through the
Community Safety Partnership (which includes Police Scotland, the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service, and Amey Public Services) to keep people safe on our roads and continue
to reduce the number of people killed or seriously injured. This work contributes towards
the Scottish Government targets to reduce the number of deaths and injuries on roads by
2020. This is achieved through roads redesign, education and enforcement. Traffic
management is undertaken along with Geotechnical and flooding and structures
management.

Land management − delivers the maintenance of open spaces (grass cutting, shrub
pruning and weed killing) and the street cleaning service which includes mechanised and
manual sweeping, litter picking, servicing litter bins, graffiti and fly tipping removal. It also
involves the removal of dead animals from roads and pavements but not private gardens
since this is the land owners' responsibility.

Cemeteries service − responsible for managing a number of cemeteries and churchyard
burial grounds. This includes burial grounds which are open, that is, provide new burial
plots or lairs and those which are closed, that is, do not provide new lairs. The service
includes all aspects of the burial process and also grounds maintenance and memorial
management.

Greenspace and countryside visitors' service − provides the management of the three
country parks and delivery of a range of park based events. The provision of a countryside
ranger's service, management of specific greenspace sites such as Local Nature Reserves
and Sites of Interest for Nature Conservation. This service also develops biodiversity plans
and delivers conservation projects in partnership with a variety of bodies including local
communities. In addition the core footpath network is managed along with woodlands and
the arboricultural service.

2. Performance indicators

Performance indicators in the Environmental Assets portfolio are listed below:

Roads, street lighting and winter service
• Road network − % all roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
• Road network − % A class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
• Road network − % B class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
• Road network − % C class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
• Road network −% unclassified roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
• Roads − cost of maintenance per kilometre of roads
• Roads − % customer enquiries / requests for service closed off within council's own response



times
• Street lights − % repairs completed within 7 days
• Street lamps − average time to restore lamps to working order
• Street lighting columns − % that are over 30 years old
• Street lamps − energy cost £ per street lamp

Roads and landscape design service incorporating road safety and school crossing patrol
service
• Road casualties − number of fatal and serious casualties
• Roads − number of third party claims received

Land management
• Street cleaning − net cost per 1,000 population
• Street cleaning − % of streets in acceptable condition
• Residents satisfaction − % adults satisfied with street cleaning
• Parks and open spaces − cost per 1,000 population
• Residents satisfaction − % adults satisfied with parks and open spaces

Cemeteries service
• Lair certificates − % turned round within 4 weeks

Greenspace and countryside visitors' service
• Country parks operating expenditure − % from income
• Local nature reserves (LNR5)
• Sites of interest for nature conservation (SINCs)

3. Real time review of latest performance results

At the meeting of the sub group on 17th January 2017, representatives from the Panel considered
the information within the Environmental Assets dashboard on PerformNL. This provided the
latest annual P1 results for 2015/16, as well as quarterly results up to and including 3rd quarter
2016/17 where available. Ken Forbes, Head of Environmental Assets attended the Panel sub
group meeting to discuss in more detail the performance results reviewed and to respond to any
queries raised by Members. The following is a summary of the information presented and
discussions held.

Road network − % all roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
Road network − % A class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
Road network − % B class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
Road network − % C class roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
Road network −% unclassified roads that should be considered for maintenance treatment
Annual results for 2015/16 show two thirds of roads in North Lanarkshire are fit for purpose with a
third (33%) requiring to be considered for maintenance treatment. For each class of roads,
2015/16 results show 22.7% of A class roads should be considered for maintenance treatment,
27.8% of B class roads, 29.6% of C class roads, and 36.7% of unclassified roads. These results
have remained relatively steady over the years and performance is within target.
Ken outlined the process through SCOTS (Society of Chief Officers of Transportation Scotland) to
identify the proportion of roads requiring maintenance treatment. The indicator is derived from an
independent survey of roads which involves surveying:
− 100% of A class roads every year, with the direction of travel changed on alternate years
− 50% of B class roads with the remaining 50% surveyed the second year so all are covered on

a two year cycle, and 25% of C class roads,
− 10% of unclassified roads in one direction each year
National comparisons show the council is performing better than Scotland and family group
averages for A class roads (29% and 24.8% respectively), and better than Scotland averages for
B class roads (34.8%), C class roads (34.7%), and unclassified roads (40.1%).
Ken advised that outcomes across all classes differ across local authorities depending on the



focus each council puts on each class of road. Each council can prioritise which class of roads to
focus resources on depending on the level of maintenance and repairs required. North
Lanarkshire Council focusses on class A and B roads (primary routes) as this is our main road
network. Ken advised that budget pressures impact on the service's ability to carry out equal
maintenance and upkeep of each class, and therefore a judgement call is required to prioritise
roads for maintenance. Members requested supplementary information on the number of
kilometres of roads in North Lanarkshire in each of the 4 categories.
Discussions were held on the impact that contractors and utility companies' repair work has on
the road network. Members expressed concerns regarding the length of time roads can be
closed and the extent of diversions and the impact this has on road network users in terms of
road congestion and disruption to communities. Ken advised that all efforts are made by the
service to ensure works are carried out in a timely manner, but this can be outwith our control.
Following Elected Member enquiries, Ken advised that inspections are carried out on completion
of all road works to ensure quality control and that no data is currently captured by the service on
road usage, although this is something that may be available elsewhere.
Following an additional Elected Member enquiry, Ken advised that there is a statutory list that
identifies the persons who must be advised of road closures (e.g. schools, ambulance, fire, etc.).
Staff try their best to advise local businesses, who in turn will advise their delivery drivers /
associates of closures.

Roads − cost of maintenance per kilometre of roads
The cost of maintaining roads in North Lanarkshire shows a year on year downward trend, but
comparisons with the Scottish average show costs higher than the average. However it was
noted that the location of North Lanarkshire's roads in central Scotland makes them very heavily
used, with the heavier volume and density of traffic having a greater impact on wear and tear of
the road network than a council in a rural area. Average costs for our family group (comprising 8
of the most densely populated council areas), were noted to be a much more comparable figure
and show costs much lower than the group average.
Ken advised that the figures reflect reduced investment in roads maintenance but increased
value for money, as the denominator (kilometres of roads) remains relatively unchanged.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Roads − % customer enquiries I requests for service closed off within council's own
response times
Annual results for 2015/16 show a drop in performance to 83.1% from 86.2% in 2014/15 and 93%
in 2013/14. Performance is lower than the target of 90%. Latest figures show an increase in the
volume of enquiries (7,883 in 2015/16, compared to 6,641 in 2014/15 and 6,853 in 2013/14).
Discussions were held on the differences in the time between the enquiry being responded to and
the actual work being carried out. Members expressed concerns that the frequency of this
indicator was only annual, and it was considered a quarterly measure was required to ensure any
issues in performance are able to be reviewed and addressed earlier.

Street lights − % repairs completed within 7 days
Annual results show a continual downward (worsening) trend, with performance recorded as
81.9% in 2015/16, less than the target of 95% and 2014/15(90.4%). Performance has picked up
in Q1 and Q2 2016/17 with the latest year to date position showing 90.1% of repairs carried out
within 7 days (3,181 out of 3,529 repairs completed within 7 days).
Ken advised of the new LED street lamp technology which is more efficient as less energy is
used. In addition, these lights require repaired less often.
Discussions were held regarding the impact of new house building programmes and the street
lighting columns replacement programme which will increase the level of new LED lights in the
portfolio and reduce the proportion of lights that require to be repaired more often. In addition it
was noted that complaints had been received in the past from residents regarding the poorer
quality of the new lights compared to the older ones. In light of this Members considered that
supplementary information was required providing a cost benefit analysis.



Street lighting columns − % that are over 30 years old
Annual results for 2015/16 show a downward (improving) trend with performance recorded as
26.2% compared to 30.3% the previous year. This is better than the target of 30%.
Discussions were held regarding the target of 30% in light of the increased volume of LED lights
(referred to when discussing an earlier indicator), the increased new house building programme,
and the street lighting columns replacement programme Members considered that this requires
be reviewed and amended.
Ken advised that the target of 30% is linked to budget allocation, and will be reviewed in line with
2017/18 budget outcomes. In addition, the newer type aluminium columns have an approximate
50 year life expectancy (as opposed to the current 30 years for iron columns). Ken advised that
columns (if not damaged) are planned to be replaced on their lifespan expiry.

Street lamps − average time to restore lamps to working order
Annual results show a continual downward (worsening) trend and it was noted that the average
time to restore street lamps to working order was almost 5 days in 2015/16, worse than the target
of 2.5 days and previous year's results, i.e. 2014/15 (2.8 days) and 2013/14 (2 days).
Performance has improved slightly in 01 and 0 2 2016/17 with the latest year to date position
showing an average of 3.3 days being taken. Ken advised this indicator reflects the performance
of Amey against the contract and a number of contributory factors have impacted on
performance. Furthermore the problem when lamps are not working can relate to power
distribution as well as faulty lanterns. The target is challenging and is worthy of review.
Members expressed concern over what seems to be continual failure to meet the target and
supplementary information was requested on the various contributing factors. In addition,
Members considered that this indicator requires to be kept under review to ensure improvements
ensue.

Street lamps − energy cost £ per street lamp
Annual results for 2015/16 show energy costs per lamp to be £43.12, an increase from £40.55
last year and higher than the target of £42. Discussions were held regarding the impact of
inventory increases given the new house build programme and energy cost hikes which are often
outwith the control of the council. In this respect, Members requested supplementary information
on the use of market forces to drive future energy efficiency savings.

Road casualties − number of fatal and serious casualties
Annual results show a continual downward trend in the number of fatal and serious road
casualties (73 in 2015, compared to 76 in 2014 and 79 in 2013 and 2012). Latest figures for
North Lanarkshire show that the council is on track to meet the Scottish Government target to
reduce the number of deaths and injuries on roads by 2020.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Ken advised that the indicator includes casualties as a
result of incidents that happened on motorways and trunk roads. It provides a measure of how
safe our roads are. This includes the design of our road networks, educating children and
communities, speed signs, speed bumps, traffic calming, etc.
To help identify any specific area of concern, Members requested supplementary information that
breaks down this indicator into road type and accident type, i.e. to show if the accident was
caused by traffic or as a pedestrian and if the accident occurred on the motorway or residential
roads.

Roads − number of third party claims received
This indicator shows the number of third party claims made against the council relative to roads
and footways; this in turn reflects the introduction, and continued operation, of the safety
inspection regime undertaken on the road and footpath network.
Annual results for 2015/16 show an increase in the volume of claims from the previous two years
(303 in 2015/16, compared to 214 in 2014/15 and 229 in 2013/14). It was noted that the target
remains unchanged for a number of years (i.e. 400) and Members considered that this requires to
be reviewed and amended in line with the actual results.



Street cleaning − net cost per 1,000 population
Street cleaning − % of streets in acceptable condition
Resident's satisfaction − % adults satisfied with street cleaning
Street cleanliness condition is assessed through a series of on the ground surveys, including
visits from other local authorities and Keep Scotland Beautiful. North Lanarkshire's street
cleaning costs were noted to be higher than Scotland and Family Group averages. However, it
was recognised that this requires to be considered alongside the quality of the streets and public
satisfaction levels. Latest results show that 92.8% of North Lanarkshire's streets are in an
acceptable condition (higher than the Family Group average of 91%, but below the Scotland
average of 93.4%) and 77% of adults are satisfied with street cleaning (higher than the Scotland
average of 73.7% and Family Group average of 73.4%).
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Parks and open spaces − cost per 1,000 population
Resident's satisfaction − % adults satisfied with parks and open spaces
North Lanarkshire's costs for parks and open spaces were noted to be slightly higher than
Scotland and Family Group averages. However, it was recognised that this also requires to be
considered along with public satisfaction levels. Latest results show that 82.7% of adults are
satisfied with parks and open spaces, this is slightly lower than Scotland and Family Group
averages (85.7% for both). No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Country parks operating expenditure − % from income
Annual results for 2015/16 show almost 26% of the operating expenditure for country parks is met
from income. Quarterly performance for 2016/17 shows a varied position, with year to date
figures showing 30.6% as at Q1, 26.7% as at Q2, and 24% as at Q3.
Ken advised that seasonality factors and weather conditions impact on the take up of outdoor
leisure activities; this has a subsequent impact on associated income. There are also, on
occasion, other factors outwith their control (such as the recent temporary closure of Palacerigg
Country Park due to a rat infestation). Ken recognises that improvements in marketing initiatives
would have a positive impact on this indicator.
To help understand the make−up of this indicator, Members requested supplementary information
regarding income for parks, this includes a breakdown of income for each park, e.g. ground rent
and usage per park.

Local nature reserves (LNRs)
Sites of interest for nature conservation (SINC5)
It was noted that results for these indicators highlight the extent to which the council invests in
greenspaces for nature and conservation purposes. Within North Lanarkshire there are 9 local
nature reserves and 380 sites of interest for nature conservation.
Discussions were held regarding removing these indicators from the portfolio as maintenance is
secure and there are no plans to designate further reserves, however Members considered it was
important to know if one of these areas were removed or downgraded.

Lair certificates − % turned round within 4 weeks
Annual results for 2015/16 show performance (98.4%) above the target of 95% and higher than
2014/15(97.7%). Latest results for 2016/17 continue to show improvement with 99.1% of lair
certificates turned around within 4 weeks as at Q3 (this relates to 576 out of 581 certificates for
the year to date).
Ken advised that requests are normally made through the funeral director and certificates require
to be issued within 28 days; it is important to measure the outcome of this as it has an impact on
the burial process.
It was noted that the target had increased from 95% in 2015/16 to 97% in 2016/17, but Members
considered that this requires to be reviewed further and amended in line with the actual results.
Following an Elected Member enquiry during the service overview regarding some cemeteries
looking tired (e.g. moss on pavements, etc), Ken advised there are 16 operational cemeteries
(e.g. new lairs and opening of current lairs) and a charge−hand is responsible for day−to−day
activities (including ground maintenance) in each cemetery. Each charge−hand identifies and



prioritises activity requirements within their grounds. Decisions can include, for example,
removing old paths from older parts of the cemetery (i.e. those over 50 years old) and replacing
with grass; these decisions require to be balanced with expectations from users of the area (i.e.
will a grass area be more difficult to walk on and what is the expected footfall on the existing
path).
Following an additional Elected Member enquiry during the service overview regarding the safety
of older memorial headstones, Ken advised that a report on cemetery memorials was submitted
to the Service Committee in August 2015; this identified all unsafe memorial headstones which
are now fenced off to ensure the health and safety of the people within the grounds. It can be
difficult to ensure maintenance of memorials as, while the service makes every effort to source
the owners, there may be no interest (or individuals are unable) to ensure memorials remain fit for
purpose. The service has the power to remove and/or reposition a memorial headstone if need
be. The preferred option is to reposition (e.g. lift up and replace lower into the ground), as it is
known this can be distressing for relatives and is a trip hazard.
Members noted there is only one measurement available to support the Cemeteries Service. Ken
welcomed suggestions from the group for additional measurements and provided examples of
possible future measures, i.e. cost of maintaining cemeteries and customer satisfaction. It was
highlighted that the Cemeteries Service retain Customer Service Excellence (CSE), where 14
indicators are categorised as above the standard; therefore a range of customer survey results
are available.

Discussions during final deliberations included recommendations from sub group Members
for changes to targets and/or thresholds for the following:

a. Roads −number o f third party claims received −review and decrease target
b. Lair certificates − % turned round within 4 weeks −review and increase target
c. Street lighting columns−.% that are over 30 years old −review and decrease target

Discussions during final deliberations included suggestions from sub group Members for
changes to performance measures or for the development of new measures (or inclusion of
information that was identified to already exist). This includes:

d. Roads − % customer enquiries I r e quests for service closed off within council's own
response times − consideration should be given to changing the measurement
frequency of this indicator from annual to quarterly to allow for more frequent overview
and ensure issues are reviewed and addressed earlier

e. Road usage information
f. Cost of maintaining cemeteries
g. Customer satisfaction regarding cemeteries



Real time performance review
Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions

1. Service overview

Appendix 2

There are five main areas of service within Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions:

Trading Standards

Trading Standards' main aim is to support fairer, better informed and safer consumer and
business communities through a combination of enforcement, advice, educational and
preventive functions. Through enforcement we aim to maintain and improve standards of fair
and safe trading throughout the council area. We endeavour to encourage honest and
discourage dishonest trading and importantly, continue to be committed partners with other
agencies that can affect the health, wellbeing and safety of the community.
Trading standards visit commercial premises on both a risk based schedule and via proactive
measures. Officers inform businesses of their rights and obligations with particular reference
to new and impending legislation in addition to any contraventions discovered during visits. A
similar approach is employed when investigating complaints; prevention of future
transgressions is as important as righting previous wrongs.
Certain breaches of consumer protection legislation will result in formal warnings, fixed penalty
notices or reports to the Procurator Fiscal. Powers under the Enterprise Act allow the service
to pursue civil enforcement interventions against offenders who persistently try to deny
consumers their rights and to improve their future conduct; the scope of these provisions has
increased with the coming into force of the Consumer Rights Act 2015. We use intelligence
gathering to target the worst traders who deliberately or persistently break the law, or who try
to take advantage of consumers who are vulnerable through age, infirmity, disability or
poverty.
Our consumer advice service assists consumers who have been supplied with goods that are
faulty, misdescribed or of unsatisfactory quality, and services which have not been performed
with reasonable skill and care.
The animal health and welfare service enforces legislation that helps to control disease in
farmed animals. The service also licences animal establishments, such as pet shops,
boarding kennels, riding establishments, and dog breeders.

Environmental Health

Environmental health comprises three sub−divisions, each with its own specialist remit and each
offering free impartial advice to consumers and businesses.

Business Regulation Service
• Has responsibility for the enforcement of food safety legislation. This includes inspections of

all types of food business ranging from the local corner shop up to the multi−national
manufacturer and exporter. We look at how well a business complies with food safety law and
routinely sample for analysis the foods businesses make to ensure their safety for
consumption and, where applicable, the statement on the label matches the composition of
the foods, e.g. allergen free claims, meat species declaration, etc. We also investigate
consumer complaints.

• The team is also responsible for the enforcement of occupational health and safety law in a
wide range of businesses. We receive and investigate formal notifications of reportable
accidents (including fatalities) and dangerous occurrences and routinely assess health and
safety complaints, such as alleged unsafe working practices, etc.

• The control of communicable disease is another important area involving the investigation of
various disease notifications from health boards and, on occasion, key participation inmulti−disciplinary

incident management teams.



• The service also monitors and periodically samples the quality of public and private water
supplies and responds to consumer complaints and concerns.

Pollution Control Service
• The Pollution Control/Environmental Protection team is concerned with the development and

review of a contaminated land policy and enforcement of land owners' legal obligations. This
involves maintaining an accurate register of areas of contaminated land and linking these to
the responsible persons with a view to securing remedial action. The main driver behind this
is to remediate the land to promote economic growth.

• Air quality strategy and enforcement is another important remit and includes testing of motor
vehicle exhaust gases for compliance with emission standards and the monitoring of air
quality at known and suspected areas of high atmospheric air pollution. Separately, a register
of cooling towers is maintained to assist with air borne Legionella control.

• Noise control is another important facet and routinely involves the assessment of complaints
of obtrusive noise levels from domestic and commercial sources, e.g. late night/early morning
construction activities.

• Through its team of Environmental Protection Officers the service's remit also includes the
investigation of fly−tipped waste, the uplift of abandoned motor vehicles, monitoring for
compliance with smoking restrictions and the enforcement of anti−littering and fly−posting
prohibitions. These frequently involve the service of fixed penalty notices on offenders.

Public Health and Housing Service
• The Public Health and Housing team has responsibility for the application of public health

legislation and deals with a wide range of public health nuisances on land and in property.
This often involves the service of statutory notices to resolve situations such as water
penetration affecting privately owned properties.

• Housing legislation features prominently and here the team monitors and enforces standards
pertaining to the licensing conditions in houses in multiple occupation and for the registration
of private landlords. The aim is to ensure that private landlords maintain their properties in a
habitable condition for their tenants. The team frequently investigates numerous and varied
complaints relating to housing enforcement and public health housing legislation. Moving
forward, and as part of the Sounding Board Review outcomes, it is the intention for this area
of work to be included within the new Private Sector Enforcement Team for the council which
will bring together a number of services to provide a more co−ordinated approach towards
housing enforcement.

• This team also deals with the control of pests in the home and in some commercial premises,
offers a stray dog collection service and is concerned with the enforcement of dog fouling
prevention by the service of fixed penalty notices on offending dog walkers.

Environmental Health also operates a 24/7 stand by service to deal with certain emergencies at
any time outwith conventional office hours, including weekends and public holidays.

Advice Services

This new service brings together the Money Advice team previously located under Trading
Standards and the Welfare Rights/Income Maximisation team formerly located within Health
and Social Care. The purpose of this new service is to bring all money and welfare advice
services together to provide not only a more efficient service but a better level of customer
service.
The team works jointly with other council services together with a range of external
organisations to tackle poverty, inequality and deprivation, taking a lead role in contributing to
the council's anti−poverty agenda, in developing a corporate welfare reform strategy, and in
promoting welfare rights through the North Lanarkshire Information and Advice Forum.
Specifically, the service is responsible for the provision of a Welfare Rights Service to the
residents of North Lanarkshire. Included within this remit is the provision of a welfare rights
representation service, income maximisation and the delivery of training relevant to these
areas. Further to this, the service is also there to help those consumers who find themselves



in debt, often through a change of personal circumstances such as a loss of job or marital
breakdown. A confidential and impartial service is provided, and where there are amounts
owed to a number of creditors the service helps to set up a repayment programme that is
realistic, fair, and acceptable to all parties.

Waste Solutions

This service is responsible for the collection, treatment, and disposal of residual and
recyclable waste over a 7 day a week service. The service aims to collect, recycle and
dispose of waste material in a way that best serves the needs of North Lanarkshire's
residents. This includes the operation of a fleet of refuse collection and special uplift vehicles,
and responsibility for monitoring several closed landfill sites. Waste and recycling materials
are collected across North Lanarkshire through residual wheeled bin collections, blue
recycling wheeled bins, brown garden waste recycling bins, and food waste
collections. Where residents wish, they can also take material directly to any of the 7
Household waste Recycling Centres situated throughout the council area.
Management of the new Clyde Valley Waste Contract is also undertaken within Waste
Solutions. This is the new £750million 25 year contract signed with 4 other partner local
authorities and Viridor for the disposal of residual waste commencing on 1st December 2019.

Fleet operations

• Fleet Operations are responsible for the effective and efficient fleet management and
maintenance of a diverse fleet of 1000 vehicles and plant approximately half of which are
operated by our Private Partners.

• The maintenance section delivers a service that is fully operational 7 days per week 52
weeks of the year. There is also an out of hours emergency service operating 24 hours per
day, 365 days per year.

• The service manages the council's fleet of vehicles and plant, operator licence compliance,
vehicle and driver compliance with transport legislation, procurement of vehicles and plant,
provision of fuel and fuel management, and MOT and taxi conformance testing.

• In addition the service also provides the welfare bus service to Education and Social Work
Services and is responsible for the supply of transport service for in−house Catering Services

• Fleet Operations has a manpower compliment of 115.

2. Performance indicators

Performance indicators in the Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions portfolio are listed below:

Trading Standards
• Trading standards − cost per 1,000 population
• Business advice requests − % dealt with within 14 days of receipt
• Consumer complaints − % dealt with within 14 days of receipt

Environmental Health
• Environmental health − cost per 1,000 population
• Food hygiene standards − % of eligible premises achieving FHIS pass award
• Protective services − % of customers who are satisfied with the overall service
• Pest control visits, high priority − % made within 2 working days
• Pest control visits, low priority − % made within 5 working days

Waste Solutions
• Refuse collection − £ net cost of disposal
• Refuse collection − £ net cost of collection
• Household waste − % recycled or composted
• Residents satisfaction − % adults satisfied with refuse collection
• Refuse collection complaints − number per 1,000 household visits (all waste, garden, food, co−



mingled, residual)

Fleet Operations
• NLC fleet vehicles − % presented for plating / mat pass first time
• Vehicle inspections − % carried out as scheduled

3. Real time review of latest performance results

At the meeting of the sub group on 18th January 2017, representatives from the Panel considered
the information within the Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions dashboard on PerformNL.
This provided the latest annual P1 results for 2015/16, as well as quarterly results up to and
including 3rd quarter 2016/17 where available. Andrew McPherson, Head of Regulatory Services
and Waste Solutions attended the Panel sub group meeting to discuss in more detail the
performance results reviewed and to respond to any queries raised by Members. The following is
a summary of the information presented and discussions held.

Trading standards − cost per 1,000 population
The cost of trading standards in North Lanarkshire shows a decreasing trend, and comparisons
with the Scottish and Family Group average show costs above average. However, it was noted
that this indicator includes costs for money advice centre and Citizens Advice Bureaus where a
council has this service; not all councils do.
Andrew advised that the trading standards service within the council is well resourced and
provides an enhanced end to end service, something other councils do not necessarily do.
Andrew also highlighted the lack of comparable performance benchmarking across trading
standards services in Scotland and advised that the council was working with APSE to develop
an appropriate suite of performance benchmarking information.
Andrew advised of discussions that were underway regarding the possibility of a national/regional
agency. While a national or regional approach has many advantages for the consumer, Members
agreed with Andrew's concerns that shared resources with other less well performing local
authorities could have a detrimental impact on the council and this requires to be kept under
review as discussions progress.
Other models were also discussed, such as the East Dunbartonshire model with police and the
work of the national Trading Standards Scotland agency (which provides services to combat
scams, national consumer issues and illegal moneylending across Scotland). Andrew advised
that the council has very close relationships with Police Scotland; recent work had seen an officer
from trading standards seconded to work on a pilot scheme to target counterfeit goods and those
responsible for their supply. The pilot was a success and work is continuing with Police Scotland
in this respect.

Business advice requests − % dealt with within 14 days of receipt
Annual results for 2015/16 show almost 98% of all requests being dealt with within 14 days of
receipt. Results for 2016/17 continue to show high levels of performance, with results as at Q2
reaching 99.2% (for 129 out of 130 requests dealt with within 14 days). Andrew commented on
the volume of requests received (approximately one per day) and advised that a more meaningful
measure moving forward would be the level of satisfaction with the advice being given.

Consumer complaints − % dealt with within 14 days of receipt
Annual results for 2015/16 show almost 72% of all complaints being dealt with within 14 days of
receipt. Results for 01 and 0 2 2016/17 continue to show a similar level of performance, with
results as at 0 2 reaching 70.4% (for 614 out of 872 complaints dealt with within 14 days).
Andrew referred to the extent to which the council provides a comprehensive service to the
consumer, seeing a complaint through to fruition and delivering a more substantial quality service
than many other local authorities. Some complaints can be complex, for example, and require
lengthy discussions, investigations, and interventions as well as independent tests by a third
party; all of which is dealt with to conclusion before the complaint is closed.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.



Environmental health − cost per 1,000 population
The cost of environmental health in North Lanarkshire shows a decreasing trend, and
comparisons with the Scottish and Family Group averages show costs lower than the average.
Andrew advised this national Local Government Benchmarking Framework (LGBF) indicator
doesn't report anything relatively meaningful and is not ideal for comparative purposes, for
example not all councils have pest control or environmental protection services. Work is
underway with the Improvement Service to ensure this is replaced with something more fit for
purpose that facilitates more appropriate comparisons with other local authorities, e.g. high risk
premises and ratio of staff to such premises.
In terms of other performance benchmarking undertaken by the service, Andrew advised in his
service overview that every aspect of the service is now covered in detail through a suite of APSE
measures; this is a suite of measures that the council was instrumental in developing with APSE
and other councils in the Glasgow and Clyde Valley area.
During discussions Members heard of the success of the service in North Lanarkshire, which had
won the best UK performer in the Environmental Health category at the Association for Public
Service Excellence (APSE) awards for the second year running. The awards compare
performance statistics and service costs from councils across the UK to decide the best
performing services.
To ensure a complete overview, sub group Members requested to view the complete suite of
APSE measures referred to.

Food hygiene standards − % of eligible premises achieving FHIS pass award
Annual results for 2015/16 show that 94.3% of all eligible premises have achieved the FHIS
(Food Hygiene Information Scheme) pass award. Andrew advised this reflects a good level of
food hygiene standards in premises in North Lanarkshire and provided background to the work
undertaken to ensure resources are focussed on the highest risk premises (i.e. those achieving
an Improvement Required result). This work results in a list of improvements for premises not
achieving the Pass award and the service is proactive going back to enforce improvements and
working with businesses to bring them up to an acceptable standard. Ideally the target would be
100%, however not every business is co−operative in their engagement with the service and the
assessment identifying improvements required.
Andrew advised of a national website which enables the public to check whether a restaurant,
takeaway or food shop has passed its food hygiene inspection − this is available at
http://www.foodstandards.qov.scot/fhis/search and also contains the date of the last inspection.
Discussions were held regarding the quarterly figures for this indicator and sub group Members
requested that supplementary information be provided to clarify what appears to be a
discrepancy in the number of premises in 2015/16 compared to 2016/17.

Protective services − % of customers who are satisfied with the overall service
This is a new indicator and performance for 2015/16 was noted to be 87.1%.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Pest control visits, high priority − % made within 2 working days
Annual results for 2015/16 show performance of 97.4% compared to 95.7% in the previous year.
Figures for 2016/17 show that performance continues to remain relatively steady. Andrew
advised that high priority visits are for pests such as rats, wasps, cockroaches, fleas, and bed
bugs and the volume of demand is affected by seasonality, with warmer weather attracting a
higher volume of requests for service.
Andrew also advised that the performance being reviewed was pre−charging, and while a
reduction of 40% in demand was estimated as a result of the introduction of charges for the
service, this was in reality closer to 60%.
Members expressed concern that with a drop of 60% in volume of requests there may be an
increase in infestation problems. Andrew confirmed this may be the case, as for example
problems with rats and bed bugs can manifest themselves into greater problems, but the service
is keeping a watching eye on the situation and will address infestations if the situation is likely to
result in public health concerns. In addition, bringing together a number of services in the new
Private Sector Enforcement Team will ensure a more co−ordinated approach.



Following an Elected Member enquiry, Andrew advised that the service does not include invasive
weeds.

Pest control visits, low priority − % made within 5 working days
Low priority visits are for pests such as mice, earwigs, the common black ant, hide beetle,
woodlice, and booklice.
Annual results for 2015/16 show performance of 98.2% compared to 97% in the previous year.
Figures for 2016/17 show that performance continues to remain relatively steady.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Refuse collection − £ net cost of disposal
This indicator (and the subsequent indicator) show costs of the service as the numerator and the
number of households as the denominator.
Annual results for 2015/16 show costs to be £91.44 compared to £89.72 in the previous year.
Quarterly figures for 2016/17 show that performance continues to remain relatively steady
(87 .29 as at QI, £89.63 as at Q2, and £90.53 as at Q3). Performance is within the target (E90)
and acceptable thresholds.

Refuse collection − £ net cost of collection
Annual results for 2015/16 show costs to be £73.05 compared to £74.24 in the previous year.
Quarterly figures for 2016/17 show that performance continues to remain relatively steady
(76 .63 as at Q1, £73.61 as at Q2, and £72.59 as at Q3). Performance is lower (better) than the
target of £80.
Discussions were held on the varying collection methods and Andrew advised of plans to change
the approach which would help to keep costs lower − this is due to be considered by the Service
Committee on 31st January 2017.
The targets/thresholds were also discussed and Members considered that these required to be
reviewed and amended in line with actual outcomes.

Household waste − % recycled or composted
This indicator shows the tonnage of waste collected that is either recycled or composted as a
percentage of all waste collected, and covers all bin/collection types and recycling centres.
Annual results for 2015/16 show 46.1% of household waste collected that was recycled or
composted compared to 41.5% in 2014/15 and 42.8% in 2013/14.
Quarterly figures for 2016/17 remain relatively steady (49.6% as at QI, 47.8% as at Q2, 44.7% as
at Q3) although it was noted that Q3 (covering October to December) is seasonal and traditionally
lower than the other quarters of the year, generally due to the garden waste service stopping in
November. It is expected that performance will level out by Q4 2016/17 and show improvement
on the previous year.
Andrew advised that there is a requirement to reduce waste which is incinerated, and in addition
Zero Waste Scotland targets require all councils to achieve 60% of waste recycled by 2020. It is
expected that commencement of the new Clyde Valley agreement with Viridor (commencing 1st
December 2019) will result in a guaranteed 4% recycling which will assist in attempting to deliver
the increased target.

In his service overview Andrew answered specific recycling questions following enquiries from
Members.

• There are no specific measures to assess the performance of recycling centres; the
recycling tonnage is captured in the overall indicator above. Andrew advised this was an
area that he planned to review further, i.e. the length of time a site is open and the tonnage
of recycling that goes through each centre, as some centres perform better than others.

• For the safety of staff working at recycling centres, health and safety requirements define
that no machinery is operated in instances of lone working. This has an impact on the
ability to compact cardboard and Andrew is currently reviewing a number of options to
resolve this, e.g. to increase staff or introduce a cardboard skip (instead of directing the
public to general waste.



Resident's satisfaction − % adults satisfied with refuse collection
Annual results for 2015/16 show 90.7% of adults in North Lanarkshire satisfied with refuse
collection; these results show a similar trend to the last 3 reporting period. Satisfaction levels are
higher than the Scottish average (83%) and the family group average (81.8%).

Refuse collection complaints − number per 1.000 household visits (all waste, garden, food,
co−mingled, residual)
These indicators show the overall number of complaints for refuse collection that are received by
the Contact Centre. The volume of complaints is also broken down by collection types (i.e.
garden waste, food waste, co−mingled waste, and residual waste). Performance was reviewed
for all indicators together and it was noted that the Contact Centre dealt with 6,599 refuse
collection complaints in Q3 2016/17 (1,547 regarding co−mingled waste, 1,734 regarding food
waste, 2,524 regarding residual waste and 794 regarding garden waste).
In his service overview, Andrew addressed the issues and lessons learned over the festive
season following an increased volume of complaints regarding the closure of recycling centres on
Boxing Day and missed food collections in the North area. The service has investigated these
matters further and implemented solutions to avoid recurrence. This information is included in the
report due to be considered by the Service Committee on 31St January 2017. It is expected that
these measures will reduce the volume of complaints.
In providing additional context, Andrew highlighted some of the challenging issues within the
service that he was currently reviewing with a view to finding alternative solutions. This included
high sickness absence levels (despite following the sickness absence policy to the letter), the
extent of vacancies, and the excellent commitment by many staff offset against the small minority
that have a detrimental effect on the service. In addition, Andrew pointed out that should a
person be off sick in another service the work can generally be picked up the next day; this is not
the case in Waste Solutions, bins still have to be collected on the scheduled day regardless.

During deliberations following the meeting, sub group Members considered that the
supplementary information noted below was required to help consider the performance in the
appropriate context:
• How many bins get a sticker to say they are not collected due to co−mingled waste, and what

awareness raising/education is carried out with the public to try and resolve this?
• How many missed bins are there and what is the cost of a re−visit to empty a missed bin?
• What is the volume of special uplifts undertaken and associated costs/income?

NLC fleet vehicles − % presented for plating I mot pass first time
Annual results for 2015/16 show 97.7% of vehicles presented for plating/MOT passed first time;
this is above the target of 95%. Quarterly results for 2016/17 continue to show a high level of
performance.
Andrew commented on the decrease in the number of vehicles presented due to a reduction in
the volume of vehicles on the road older than 7 years; this helps to reduce maintenance and
MOT costs and ensure an efficiently operating fleet.
Members noted that performance has continually exceeded the target of 95% and considered
that this requires to be reviewed and amended in line with actual outcomes. Andrew confirmed
this and advised that it is expected performance would continue to achieve the high 90%s.

Vehicle inspections − % carried out as scheduled
Annual results for 2015/16 show 98.4% of vehicle inspections carried out as scheduled; this is
above the target of 98%. Quarterly results for 2016/17 continue to show a high level of
performance.
Andrew commented on the rigorous inspection regime in place within the council which ensures
that higher risk vehicles (such as bin lorries) are assessed every 4 weeks (even though regulation
requires this to be every 12 weeks), while lower risk vehicles (such as vans and cars) are
assessed once a year (whereas it used to be twice).
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.



Advice Services
During his service overview, Andrew advised Members of the new Advice Services team which
brings together the Money Advice team previously located under Trading Standards and the
Welfare Rights/Income Maximisation team formerly located within Health and Social Care. The
purpose of this new service is to bring all money and welfare advice services together to provide
not only a more efficient service but a better level of customer service.
Andrew advised that there were no performance measures for this service at present, although a
large volume of information was presented to committee each year which provides a good
starting point from which to develop a suite of appropriate measures that will be in place for
2017/18. This includes, for example, service investment compared to income generated for
residents and the local economy (i.e. £1 to £20.71) and service user satisfaction.
Annual reports to committee include the summary of welfare rights activity 2014/15 available at
hftps://mars.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/egendaAmages/aft8l371.pdf and the summary of welfare
rights activity for 2015/16 available at
https://mars.northlanarkshire.gov.ukIegendañmages/att83993.df.
Discussion was held regarding the volume of appeals and the success rate (i.e. 66%) which is
higher than the national average (46%) and Members considered that further work was required
to identify any solutions that could be implemented to ensure a right first time approach and
reduce the resources required in the appeals process.

Discussions during final deliberations included recommendations from sub group Members
for changes to the targets and/or thresholds for the following:

a. Refuse collection − net cost o f collection − review and decrease targets and thresholds
b. NLC fleet vehicles − % presented for plating/ MOT that pass first time −review and

increase targets

Discussions during final deliberations included suggestions from sub group Members for
changes to performance measures or for the development of new measures (or inclusion of
information that was identified to already exist). This includes:

c. Business advice requests − % dealt with within 14 days o f receipt − consideration
should be given to a performance measure that addresses the level of satisfaction with
the advice being given



Appendix 3
Real time performance review

Corporate Property and Procurement

1. Service overview

These services are responsible for the council's building maintenance and construction works,
also providing consultancy services for building related matters such as architecture, quantity
surveying, structural/civil engineering, site inspection and project management, and managing
new build/ alterations/refurbishment/improvement of existing buildings from inception to
completion.

Responsibilities also include maintenance services for schools, offices and community facilities
as well as providing property advice in respect of the management of the council's property and
article holdings plus asset and energy management responsibilities.

The council's procurement service has a duty to ensure that procurement activity across the
council delivers cost effective services and that this is compliant with all regulatory requirements
using procurement practices that are open to scrutiny and deliver best value. The team support
services to undertake tender exercises, providing advice and guidance to ensure compliance with
legislation and best practice. Each service carries out their own procurement exercise and are
responsible for managing the contract and the budget.

Work of the council's procurement team relate to all aspects of the purchasing process, from the
identification of a need to purchase to the end of the contract or useful life of the item. Activities
include procurement decisions such as option appraisal, tendering, contract creation and
purchase to pay processes.

2. Performance indicators

Performance indicators in the current service plan for Corporate Property and Procurement are
listed below:

Procurement
• Procurement − % of procurement spend with SMEs
• Procurement spend − % local
• Procurement spend − % collaboratively
• Procurement spend − % with contracted suppliers
• Procurement transactions − % processed electronically

Corporate Property
• NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is in a satisfactory condition
• NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is suitable for its current use
• Public access − % council buildings, public areas, suitable for, accessible to disabled people
• Corporate property repairs − % emergency completed within timescale
• Corporate property repairs − % routine completed within timescale
• Corporate property repairs − emergency jobs as a percentage of day to day routine jobs
• Corporate property − % of joint inspections undertaken with Mears passed for quality

3a. Real time review of latest performance results − Procurement

At the meeting of the sub group on 20th January 2017, representatives from the Panel considered
the information within the Procurement dashboard on PerformNL. This provided the latest annual
P1 results for 2015/16, as well as quarterly results up to and including 3rd quarter 2016/17 where
available. Robert Steenson, Assistant Chief Executive attended the Panel sub group meeting to
discuss in more detail the performance results reviewed for Procurement and to respond to any
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queries raised by Members. The following is a summary of the information presented and
discussions held.

Procurement − % of procurement spend with SMEs
This indicator demonstrates the proportion of the council's procurement spend which has been
made with small medium enterprises (SMEs). SMEs can be, but are not restricted to, local
businesses.
Performance was noted to have a general upward trend − with 51.8% of procurement spend
made with SMEs in 2015/16, a slight dip from the previous year (55.8%). The target of 55% was
noted to be a stretched target.
Robert advised that tenders are unable to be limited to SM Es, however the council has a number
of initiatives in place to encourage participation from SME businesses and help SMEs build
capacity. For example, some tenders can be put out in smaller lots (for smaller sums of money)
which allows SMEs to tender for one or more of the smaller lots, but at the same time enables
larger companies to bid for all lots should they choose.
Discussions were held regarding the reduction in maverick spend (i.e. off contract spend) through
greater control of procurement activity. Robert provided examples of what constitutes maverick
spend and monitoring undertaken through order/invoicing processes. Reducing maverick spend
is important as there is the potential for the council to lose out on large scale discounts should
spending not be compliant with a contract.
Robert referred to a number of changes to the General Contract Standing Orders (GCSO)
approved at Committee in September 2016 which will have a positive impact on this indicator.
This includes formal quotes now required for requirements above £5,000, requirement to (where
possible) invite 2 SMEs (local) to quote, and requirement that e−procurement is used for all
contracts where the value exceeds £50,000.

Procurement spend − % local
This indicator demonstrates the proportion of the council's procurement spend which has been
made with local businesses.
Performance was noted to have a general upward trend to 2014/15 (39%), with a dip in 2015/16
(to 31%) due to overall spend. The target of 37% was noted to be a stretched target.
Robert advised that like SM Es, tenders are unable to be limited to local businesses, however the
council has a number of initiatives in place to encourage participation from local businesses and
help them build capacity.
Discussions were held regarding the use of sub−contractors and ensuring the quality of their work.
Robert advised that a number of criteria is built into each contract which companies are required
to comply with, e.g. paying the living wage and having appropriate health and safety policies.
Following an Elected Member enquiry regarding the implications of Brexit on procurement
legislation, Robert advised that EU legislation is enshrined in UK law, and at present the law
remains unchanged. Changes to procurement legislation would require changes to the law and
this will primarily depend on the type of relationship which the UK negotiates with the EU and the
extent to which the UK would continue to have access to the single market (that is, the EU's
internal market). Until then it's business as usual.
It was noted that benchmarking is available through the Local Government Benchmarking
Framework (LGBF) showing an overall result for SME/local spend combined, however the service
and sub group Members considered it important for the council to differentiate between the two
indicators. While the LGBF indicator will be used for comparator purposes, the service will retain
the two separate indicators as this provides a more meaningful picture of performance.

Procurement spend − % collaboratively
This indicator relates to joint procurement projects that are undertaken to secure greater
efficiencies. This assesses the effectiveness of the council in sourcing goods and services
through collaborative procurement channels such as local or national consortia arrangements,
cross government bodies, or shared service centres.
Performance was noted to have a general upward trend to 2015/16 (20.3%). The target of 15%
was noted to have remained unchanged for the past three years despite improved outcomes and



Members considered that this should be reviewed further and amended (to at least 23%) in line
with the actual results.
Robert advised of the role Scotland Excel play in collaborative contracts which result in
administrative and financial benefits as well as economies of scale. For school catering, for
example, instead of 32 councils undertaking 32 procurement exercises Scotland Excelco−ordinate

one procurement exercise with each council getting a 1/32rd share of a single
procurement. Although procured nationally, this particular contract enables local suppliers for
schools where food etc can be provided locally.
It was noted that the Scotland Excel Board comprises of up to two Elected Members from each of
the 32 local authorities in Scotland, so there is a key focus on local authority priorities.

Procurement spend − % with contracted suppliers
Procurement best practice requires that there is a good understanding across the council on how
to access existing contracts to obtain goods and services. This indicator examines the extent to
which the councils spend is through formally contracted agreements with suppliers.
Performance was noted to have a general upward trend to 2015116 (91.2%). The target of 93%
was noted to be a stretched target. Robert advised that this indicator will never reach 100% due
to one off cases and the fact that not everything requires a contract; 95% would be a realistic
maximum.
Robert referred to the changes to the General Contract Standing Orders approved at Committee
in September 2016 mentioned earlier. This includes formal quotes now required for requirements
above £5,000, although this can be as simple as asking 3 companies for a price. This more
formal approach ensures more controls and guarantees.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Procurement transactions − % processed electronically
This indicator examines the use of technology to improve efficiency levels when ordering goods
and services. It is key to reducing processing times and transaction costs, and freeing up
resources that can be directed into providing front line services.
Performance was noted to have a year on year upward trend to 2015/16 (83.3%). The target of
85% was noted to be a stretched target.
Robert noted the increased volume of transactions processed electronically in the last two years
and advised that the more that can be processed electronically the cheaper it is for the council.
Changes to the GSCO, referred to earlier, which require all contracts over £50,000 to be
processed electronically will have a positive impact on this indicator.
Following an Elected Member enquiry regarding scrutinising the suppliers on the list of approved
suppliers, Robert advised that the council is not permitted to have an approved list anymore.
There are various ways in which suppliers can be scrutinised, this includes asking for examples
of work of this nature undertaken previously, as well as references, in order to make informed
assessments. Procurement through Scotland Excel frameworks also provide a degree of
assuredness in the supplier. Members expressed concerns that if there was no approved
supplier list, and no ideas of previous jobs undertaken, then it may not be possible to assesssub−contractors.

Robert confirmed that this could be an issue, however officers in the procurement
team and in services have a good idea of the market place and the reputation of particular
suppliers. In addition, the tender process ensures a robust evaluation that is able to identify
where suppliers may not be up to standard.
Following an additional Elected Member enquiry regarding the weightings applied for quality and
price which vary from tender to tender, Robert advised that, for example, a window cleaning
tender would be assigned a weighting of around 70% price/30% quality as it's not that hard to
clean a window so quality should be fairly uniform, and therefore in this respect price is more
important. Conversely a tender for dealing with contaminated land requires a specialism and in
this respect the weighted would be more towards the quality aspect. The more a specialist
contractor is required, the more the weighting is towards quality. Weightings are applied following
a best value judgement within the service.
Following an additional Elected Member enquiry regarding the monitoring of overspend, Robert
advised that monitoring is carried out by the service committee. There is a system in place to flag
this up and all overspend has to be reported to committee.



In his service overview, Robert identified a gap in the service in terms of identifying and tracking
additional benefits from contracts. Many contracts now include Community Benefit Clauses
(CBC5) − contractual clauses which can be used to build a range of economic, social or
environmental conditions into the delivery of public contracts. CBCs can also be viewed as
contributing to the Best Value and sustainable procurement agendas, and allow organisations to
contribute to the achievement of outcomes which benefit their local communities by specifying
contractual requirements which seek to deliver such wider social benefit.

3b. Real time review of latest performance results − Corporate Property

At the meeting of the sub group on 20" January 2017, representatives from the Panel considered
the information within the Corporate Property dashboard on PerformNL. This provided the latest
annual P1 results for 2015/16, as well as quarterly results up to and including 3rd quarter 2016/17
where available. Gordon Kidd, Design Manager attended the Panel sub group meeting to
discuss in more detail the performance results reviewed for Corporate Property and to respond to
any queries raised by Members. The following is a summary of the information presented and
discussions held.

NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is in a satisfactory condition
This indicator shows the proportion of non−domestic properties (such as offices, schools,
community centres) that are in a satisfactory condition. It is derived from a survey undertaken
once every five years which assesses the condition of the property and assigns a rating (A =
Good, B = Satisfactory, C = Poor, D = Bad). Properties falling into categories A and B are
deemed to be in a satisfactory condition.
Performance was noted to have increased to 82.9% in 2012/13 but then declined in the following
years, with results for 2015/16 reaching 76.3%.
Figures are lower than national comparisons − the Scottish average of 81.5% and the Family
Group average of 81.4% (which comprises the 8 most densely populated councils, i.e. Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Aberdeen City, Dundee, East Dunbartonshire, Falkirk, West Dunbartonshire, and
North Lanarkshire).
Gordon advised that results from this indicator were used to target investment in assets.
Discussions were undertaken regarding the varying targets over the years and lack of clarity over
the rationale for target setting and Members considered that this should be reviewed and
amended. Members also expressed concern that almost 25% of properties were in an
unsatisfactory condition and if this continues then maintenance will become a problem and costs
will become much greater.

NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is suitable for its current use
This indicator shows the proportion of non−domestic properties (such as offices, schools,
community centres) that are suitable for their current use. Suitability is assessed through a
survey.
Performance was noted to show a general upward trend, with figures for 2015/16 showing 82.4%
of accommodation suitable for its current use (454 out of 551 properties).
Figures are higher than national comparisons − the Scottish average of 79.4% and the Family
Group average of 80.4%.
Gordon advised that new build programmes (including new schools) are designed in a way that
meet needs and as more of these come on stream, then this indicator will improve in terms of
suitability. Asset realisation also has an impact on this indicator.
Discussions were undertaken regarding the varying target over the years and lack of clarity over
the rationale for target setting and Members considered that this should be reviewed and
amended.

Public access −
% council buildings, public areas, suitable for, accessible to disabled people

This indicator reflects the extent to which our buildings are compliant with Part 3 of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995. This is required to ensure that any physical feature of a council building



(that makes it impossible or unreasonably difficult for disabled people to make use of a service) is
subject to appropriate adaptations, or alternative service delivery arrangements, to enable access
for the purpose of service delivery.
This indicator is expected to show an improving trend over time as a higher proportion of
buildings are assessed and relevant adaptations are made. Nevertheless, it is recognised that
not all buildings are capable of being modified or adapted to meet the accessibility standards and
therefore councils are unlikely to be able to report that 100% of buildings are accessible.
Performance was noted to show a year on year upward trend, with figures for 2015/16 showing
76.1% council buildings/public areas (51 out of 67) suitable for and accessible to disabled people.
Gordon advised that performance in this indicator is directly related to the level of financial
resources available and Corporate Property have a small budget to improve accessibility. It was
also noted that all new buildings are required to be compliant by law, so as these come on stream
this indicator will reduce in terms of those requiring to be upgraded.
Discussions were undertaken regarding the target which has increased over the years but still
remains lower than actual outcomes; Members considered that this requires to be reviewed and
amended.
Following an Elected Member enquiry regarding new disability legislation, Gordon advised that
retrospective amendments are not required following any new legislation.

In his service overview, Gordon identified a gap in the service in terms of reporting on energy
consumption; this information is collected by the service at present.

Corporate property repairs − % emergency completed within timescale
Corporate property repairs − % routine completed within timescale
Corporate property repairs − emergency jobs as a percentage of day to day routine jobs
Corporate property − % of ioint inspections undertaken with Mears passed for quality

Members expressed concerns over the lack of up to date data available to accurately assess
performance in these indicators and the varying target over the years and lack of clarity over the
rationale for target setting. In addition clarification was sought as to why measures only relate to
the one contract, why inspections were no longer undertaken, and what mechanism was now in
place to assess quality.
In light of this, Members of the sub group considered they were unable to have an informed
discussion on the Corporate Property service and recommended a full Panel review take place.

Discussions during final deliberations included recommendations for changes to the targets
and/or thresholds for the following:

a. Procurement spend − % made collaboratively − review and increase target
b. NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is in a satisfactory condition − review

and amend target
c. NLC assets − % operational accommodation that is suitable for its current use − review

and amend target
d. Public access −

% council buildings, public areas, suitable for, accessible to disabled people − review
and increase target

Discussions during final deliberations included suggestions from sub group Members for
changes to performance measures or for the development of new measures (or inclusion of
information that was identified to already exist). This includes:

e. Community benefit clauses − a mechanism to track additional benefits from contacts
f. A measure on energy consumption



Appendix 4
Real time performance review

Head of Revenue and E−Government Solutions

1. Service overview

Revenue Services are responsible for the management and delivery of a number of key council
functions, including the following:

The core funding streams available to the council, namely council tax, non−domestic rates, and
the recovery of sundry income. In terms of recovering council tax and non−domestic rates
accounts this involves billing, following up of outstanding debt, processing any reliefs due and
updating changes to ratepayer details. For the recovery of sundry debtors' accounts this involves
billing and follow up of outstanding debt. Income from council tax accounted for over £98.3m in
2014/15, approximately 18% of the council's total revenue, and plays a key role in enabling the
council to provide vital services throughout North Lanarkshire.

In summary:
Council tax

Billable: £130,000,000

155,000 households

Non domestic rates

£119,000,000

9,500 businesses

Sundry debtors

£60,000,000

44,000 invoices

To facilitate income collection, cash offices are located throughout North Lanarkshire where
members of the public can pay their council tax, rent, and other council accounts. A municipal
bank is also in operation which provides a savings account facility.

An efficient and effective payments system is maintained to process the payment of all creditors
invoices received from suppliers, and a payroll system for over 16,000 employees is maintained
and developed, this includes returns to the HM Revenue and Customs and other agencies.

Payroll

Net Payments: £220,000,000

292,000 payslips

Creditors

£422,000,000

318,000 invoices

The service also has the corporate responsibility for risk management and insurance and are
primarily responsible for the council's risk management strategy and the allocation and settlement
of insurance premiums.

R&l

Premiums I Fund: £5,000,000

1,000 claimants

The service is also responsible for the operation of a number of national schemes, this includes:
• administering housing benefit claims in line with relevant legislation and DWP guidance
• administering awards of the discretionary housing payment scheme to over 6,000 households

affected by the removal of spare room subsidy
• administering the council tax reduction scheme, providing assistance with council tax liability

for over 4,000 households
• working in conjunction with the DWP in the national roll out of universal credit; this will initially

increase the need for support, assistance, and advice

E−Government Solutions are responsible for the management and delivery of a number of key



council functions, including the following:

• Customer Service provision across North Lanarkshire Council, setting the strategic aims and
objectives for the council in this area. Responsibilities include services provided by our
network of First Stop Shops, the Municipal Banks, the Customer Contact Centre, the Web site,
Customer Portal and Intranet, and compliance with the corporate customer care standards.

• Information governance across the council for both customer and property based information,
ensuring that all data held is compliant with legislation and regulation and is kept current and
accurate in alignment with the requirements of the Information Commissioner's Office. This
includes driving information governance through the Information Assurance Working Group
and the corporate use of the Information Asset Register, Privacy Impact Assessments, and
Retention Schedules, etc.

• Transformational initiatives such as the Customer Portal, the Master Citizen Record (MCR),
and Electronic Document and Records management (EDRMS) being put in place to deliver
on−line digital transactions for our customers. In addition, E−Government Solutions works in
partnership with the Scottish Government Improvement Service on key national
transformational projects. This includes the National Entitlement Card, Customer Relationship
Management, the Citizen Account, and the National Address Gazetteer.

Further transformational initiatives include:
• MS Lync (c.500 users), Citrix (c. 1,300 users) and AnyConnect (c.220 users) to support flexible

and mobile working.
• Reconfiguration of the entire network to achieve PSN and PCI−DSS compliance, improve

security and increase flexibility of network use by deploying Application Centric Infrastructure
(ACI) technologies.

• Rollout of a new and improved wireless network across corporate and high school sites.
• Refresh of Local Area Networks (LANs) across 23 high schools to provide improved

performance and reliability.
• Introduction of Mobilelron as a standard for mobile device management.
• Replacement of RSA fobs for two−factor authentication with an unlimited licence for Freja hard

and soft tokens, providing a much cheaper secure solution for remote access across the
council.

• Replacement of the analogue telephony system with a digital telephony solution that will allow
improved functionality (e.g. auto forwarding of calls to a mobile if the desk phone is
unanswered).

Support for >80,000 IT users across the corporate and schools environment using >15,000
desktop and mobile end user devices. Management of 684 virtual and physical servers in a
mixed Windows and UNIX environment across two datacentres.

Management and support of network and End User Computing security on behalf of all ICT users.

Management of a Service Delivery partner contract (Wipro) worth >f lOM over 7 years, with a
potential to increase to £32M in value over the same period. In addition to this, management of a
Contracts List of >100 major contracts with external suppliers of goods and services, with a
current annual value of 3.5M.

Provision of a Wide Area Network (WAN) across 234 council sites through the Scottish Wide
Area Network (SWAN) contract, including holding a position on the SWAN Management Board.

Support for 48 Gold (critical) applications and a total application portfolio of 266 systems.

Provide a Programme Management Office (PMO) that currently has an active ICT project portfolio
of 97 different projects across the services and ALEOs.



In−house development of a number of key applications, including MySWIS, HSMS, and CHR.

2. Performance indicators

Performance indicators in the current service plan for Revenue and E−Government Solutions are
listed below:

Incomes
• Council tax income − % collected in the year
• Council tax collection − cost of collecting council tax per dwelling
• Council tax − % payers opting to pay by direct debit
• Non domestic rates − % collected during the year

Expenditure Services
• Employee payments − % employees paid correctly and on time
• Payment of invoices, council wide − % paid within 30 calendar days of receipt
• Benefits administration − average days to process new claims
• Benefits administration − average days to process changes of circumstances
• Benefits administration − £ gross cost per case for housing benefits

Customer Services
• Customer Contact Centre − % of calls taken within 20 seconds
• First Stop Shops − % of customers waiting less than 10 minutes
• Blue badge applications − % processed within 6 weeks
• Scottish welfare fund awards − % made within national timescales
• Customer services − % customers satisfied we did what we said we would do
• Customer services − % customers satisfied with how well staff did their job
• Customer services − % customers satisfied with overall service
• Customer services − % customers satisfied with quality of information received
• Customer services −

% customers satisfied with time taken to speak to someone about the enquiry

ICT
• Gold applications − % availability
• Wide area network − % availability
• Primary I outages, caused by NLC failures − number of outages
• Primary 1 outages, caused by third party suppliers − number of outages
• Service desk − % of reported incidents resolved by service partner within SLA
• Service desk calls − % customer satisfaction

3. Real time review of latest performance results

At the meeting of the sub group on 20th January 2017, representatives from the Panel considered
the information within the Revenue and E−Government Solutions dashboard on PerformNL. This
provided the latest annual P1 results for 2015/16, as well as quarterly results up to and including
3rd quarter 2016/17 where available. Brian Cook, Head of Revenue and E−Government Solutions
attended the Panel sub group meeting to discuss in more detail the performance results reviewed
and to respond to any queries raised by Members. The following is a summary of the information
presented and discussions held.

Council tax income − % collected in the year
It was noted that this indicator measures the proportion of council tax collected within the year,
i.e. payments for the 2015/16 year collected during the 2015/16 year. The service continues their
efforts over the following years to recoup arrears and therefore the final figures for council tax
collected are much higher than this indicator represents, i.e. up to 96%/97%.
Annual figures show that 2015/16 collection rates (93.8%) are similar to previous years with an



increasing amount of revenue collected within the year, figures show an increase from £98.378m
collected during 2014/15 to £100.209m in 2015/16.
Year to date figures as at 0 3 2016/17 are best compared with the same quarter last year, and
this again shows a sustained level of performance (82.5% collected as at Q3 2016/17 compared
to 82.84% for the same period last year).
Brian advised that council tax collection rates have seen a sustained level of performance in
recent years with the dip in 2012/13 and 2013/14 due to the impact of welfare reform.
Brian updated Members of changes to payment methods introduced to help recoup payments
due which may otherwise be difficult to get, e.g. payments can now be spread over 12 months
and there is an option to vary the payment date. However, an individual's ability to make
payments is also affected just now by the non movement of DWP thresholds for benefits
combined with any increase in payments due, for example we could be charging £ 5 / 1 0 more a
month at the same time as other benefits are reducing and this is challenging for some
households as they are having to pay more out of their own pocket than they have in the past.
Brian advised that a substantial proportion of the council tax debt is down to a small set of around
30,000 households that take up most of the council's resources in terms of chasing for payment;
summary warrants, statutory orders, and court actions are used for this and the council has a
proactive working relationship with the sheriff officers in terms of targeting habitual non payers.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Brian advised that changes to the value of council tax due
to be collected each year can be attributable to changes in living circumstances, such as single
person discounts, and changes to household numbers due to new house building.
Discussions were held regarding the drop in target from 95% in 2012/13 to 94.5% in 2013/14 and
94% each year thereafter. Brian advised the target was dropped at this time due to the economic
climate and the impact of welfare reform and moving forward it's based on calculations for actual
outcomes expected.

Council tax − % payers opting to pay by direct debit
This is a new indicator which Brian advised is now a priority for the service. The more
households on direct debit the more there is a steady stream of income and also the less
processing costs incurred by the service.
Annual figures show 50.5% of payers have opted to pay by direct debit in 2015/16. Brian advised
that this is expected to grow by 1% or 2% per annum and therefore the 2016/17 target has been
set at 52%.
To provide additional context, Brian advised that setting up direct debits for families in
employment is relatively easy, the priority for the service is to push this towards families on
benefits. This will be challenging as changes in benefits and any time lag between changes and
payments means that individuals may struggle with an automated payment from their account.
At present the failure rate of direct debit payments is relatively low, any missed payments arere−presented

in 7/10 days and most is recouped at that time. The move to setting up direct debits
for families on benefits may result in an increased failure rate which will be reviewed at that time.

Council tax collection − cost of collecting council tax per dwelling
The cost of collecting council tax per dwelling in 2015/16 ( 1 1.49) shows a decrease from the
previous year (12.49).
Brian advised that the reduction in net costs reflects reduced spend, increased income, and
review of the support charges. Overall this has had a beneficial impact on the cost of the service
thus reducing the indicator.
It was noted however that comparisons with other councils (and from year to year to some extent)
should be made with caution as while there is a standard definition nationally for this indicator,
different councils do have different accounting and recording mechanisms which impact on the
final figures. In addition the definition can change from year to year.
Discussions were held regarding the target (f.16 in 2015/16) which has increased each year
despite actual costs reducing.

Non domestic rates − % collected during the year
Annual figures show that 2015/16 collection rates (95.6%) are higher than previous years with an
increasing amount of revenue collected within the year, figures show an increase from



£108.392m collected during 2014/15 to £109.107m in 2015/16.
Year to date figures as at Q3 2016/17 are best compared with the same quarter last year, and
this shows performance above target (80.72% collected as at Q3 2016/17 compared to 80.61%
for the same period last year) due to advanced payments received at the end of the quarter.
Brian advised that changes to the rateable value of properties and the volume of reliefs and
revaluations, which are outwith the council's control, impact on the total revenue due to be
collected in terms of non−domestic rates. The new rateable value from 1st April 2017 means that
the billable amount could change significantly in 2017/18.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Brian advised the changes in the denominator could also
relate to differences in the number of businesses, one new business could be added in a year for
example. Unlike council tax where the collection values are small (i.e. up to £2,000) Non
Domestic Rates (NDR) has a much wider variety of collection values as this takes in large
business paying thousands to smaller corner shops.
Discussions where held regarding the quarterly target which appears out of sync with actual
outcome for each quarter. In addition, thresholds appear to have been removed for 2016/17.
Brian advised that a consistent pattern of monthly payments for council tax makes it easier to
calculate how much is expected to be received for each month/quarter. With NDR this is more
difficult as the pattern of payments is less consistent as businesses don't have to tell the council
when they are making payment. In addition, as the first payment is not due until June, the council
can wait three months before chasing for payment. Quarterly targets are therefore a best
guestimate for this year, and are based on last year; for this indicator it is the annual
target/outcome that provides a more accurate picture.

Employee payments − % employees paid correctly and on time
This indicator counts payslips and relates to payments made fortnightly, four weekly, and monthly
for employees and Elected Members.
Year to date performance (as at Q2 2016/17) shows this indicator continues to perform above
target, with latest performance equal to 99.84% compared to a target of 99.8%.
Brian advised that this indicator relates to payments made correctly based on the right
information received − a wrong payment made when the service is in receipt of the right
information is classed as a failure. It is the requirement of the service and the employee to
ensure that the correct information is passed to payroll within the set deadlines. However, this
can result in anomalies as employees are sure they have provided the correct information but it is
stuck somewhere in the signing off process and misses the payroll deadline.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Payment of invoices, council wide − % paid within 30 calendar days of receipt
This indicator relates to payments made across the council for invoices; the 30 day timescale is a
statutory/national target.
Annual figures show 95.8% of invoices were paid within 30 calendar days in 2015/16 compared
to 94.9% in 2014/15. Performance was noted to exceed the target of 95%.
Brian advised of work underway across the council in terms of improving processing times and
procedures by introducing a completely electronic approach and stopping the extent to which
paper gets moved around the organisation.
In addition, Brian referred to another new initiative which involves purchase cards which are a
form of company charge card that allows goods and services to be procured without using a
traditional purchasing process.
Discussions were held regarding the positive impact of the new approach on the target and Brian
confirmed this was expected to be the case and the target would be reviewed and amended
accordingly at that time.

Benefits administration − average days to process new claims
It was noted that the measurement to calculate the number of days taken for new claims (and
claims for changes of circumstances) starts on the first date a member of the public submits a
claim. Often further information (such as evidence of household composition) is required from
this claimant in order to process the claim and this can take several days or weeks to obtain, the
clock does not stop to take account that the council is awaiting further information from the



claimant. The average days recorded therefore reflects the whole process from initial contact
with a claimant to the claimant receiving the benefit, and any delays therein which are outwith the
control of the council.
Brian advised that as long as all the necessary paperwork is received on time, claims are
backdated and paid out from the initial contact date so those in need do not lose out as a result of
processing times.
Annual results for 2015/16 show that new claims are processed within an average of 22.3 days −
this is an improvement from previous years (24.3 days in 2014/15, 25.9 in 2013/14, and 24.1 in
2012/13). Performance is better than the target of 24 days, although it was noted that the target
had increased over the last two years.
Quarterly results for 2016/17 continue to show small improvements, with performance as at 03
equal to an average of 20.5 days.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Brian advised that the increase in universal credit will
mean a reduction in staff workload. This will be kept under review as universal credit is rolled out
(the DWP are rolling it out initially by postcode areas and to those who fall into either of the
following categories (young, single, non−house owners, no family dependents)). The roll out will
continue thereafter to 2020.

Benefits administration − average days to process changes of circumstances
Annual results for 2015/16 show that claims for changes to circumstances are processed within
an average of 6.5 days − this is an improvement from previous years (9.1 days in 2014/15, 9 in
2013/14, and 7 in 2012/13). Performance is better than the target of 11 days, although it was
noted that the target had increased over the last two years.
Quarterly results for 2016/17 continue to show performance better than target.
Brian advised that improved use of electronic information exchange has improved processing
times, as the public can update their information online (e.g. changes in household composition,
income, employment status) and the council can carry out automatic checks with DWP and make
awards automatically thereafter. Work continues in this respect to increase the level of
automation; this approach also means that staff will have more time and are only left to deal with
anomalies.
Discussions were held regarding the target and Members considered that this requires to be
reviewed and amended in line with actual outcomes.

Benefits administration − £ gross cost per case for housing benefits
Annual results for 2015/16 show costs to be £39.90, higher than previous years (32 .27 in
2014/15 and £34.21 in 2013/14). Performance was also noted to be considerably higher than the
target (f27.50).
Brian advised that definitional changes are not as prevalent in this indicator as they are with
council tax costs; therefore measurement of this indicator is more robust.
Discussions were held regarding the subsidies paid to the council which in the past had covered
the costs of the service, but was no longer the case. Brian advised that improvements in
electronic information exchange and work with the private sector (where organisations help
tenants to process benefits) has helped to reduce costs. However, the volume of appeals can
impact on costs.
Discussions were held regarding the reasons for appeals and any improvements made as a
result of lessons learned. Brian advised that many appeals follow changes to legislation or were
to take the benefit award back to a previous month, i.e. before any award had even been initially
requested.
Members considered that reasons for appeals could be two fold − either an error has been made
or there was a lack of information provided to the public. If it were the former then reasons
should be reviewed to identify lessons to be learned and remedial action to be implemented to
avoid recurrence, and if it were the latter then further awareness raising was required with the
public.

Customer Contact Centre − % of calls taken within 20 seconds
This indicator relates to all calls taken at the contact centre for various front line services across
the council.



Annual results show a volume of calls of 489,343 in 2015/16 and 85.8% of these were taken
within 20 seconds. This is lower than previous years (87.1% in 2014/15 and 89.3% in 2013/14)
and the target of 90%.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Brian advised that Contact Centre staff were proactive in
reviewing the reasons for calls to identify trends and common themes and thereafter working with
the service to implement remedial action to avoid recurrence of the same types of calls. This
includes work with Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions and Environmental Assets, for
example, in terms of complaints regarding bins and litter. Brian advised that a service
improvement group meets on a quarterly basis to review any issues across the council, but where
there are particular spikes in call volume then discussions will be held with the relevant service
earlier and more frequently.
Brian updated Members of work underway to improve the customer journey through the customer
portal. This will result in a more automated service with more options for self−service.
An additional Elected Member enquiry requested that supplementary information be provided in
terms of the volume of e−mail/electronic or any other forms of communication in order to assess
the complete workload of the Contact Centre.

First Stop Shops − % of customers waiting less than 10 minutes
This indicator measures the length of time, on average, that customers wait to be served in each
of the council's First Stop Shops.
Annual results for 2015116 show that 86.5% of customers are waiting less than 10 mins, a similar
level of performance to previous years (86.5% in 2014/15 and 85.2% in 2013/14). Latest
performance was noted to be higher than the target of 85%.
Discussions were held regarding the target and thresholds (which had increased from +/−3to6)

and Brian advised that it was unlikely that performance would exceed a target of 86%,
although thresholds could easily revert back to +/−3.

Blue badge applications − % processed within 6 weeks
This indicator measures the proportion of applications for disabled parking that are processed
within 6 weeks.
This is a new indicator and annual results for 2015/16 (97.1%) were noted to be above the target
of 95%. Brian advised a small team were responsible for processing applications and as they
know there are around 6,000 due to be renewed over three years, it is a fairly structured process.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Scottish welfare fund awards − % made within national timescales
This indicator measures the proportion of awards made within national timescales. Crisis Grant
Decisions require to be completed within 48 hours (2 working days) and Community Care Grants
must be completed within 3 weeks (15 working days).
This is a new indicator and annual results for 2015/16 (97.7%) were noted to be above the target
of 95%. Quarterly figures for 2016/17 continue to show improvement with performance as at Q2
reaching 99% (for 11,883 out of 12,007 awards).
Discussions were held regarding the target which had remained static at 95% despite continually
improving performance and Members considered this requires to be reviewed and amended in
line with actual results.
Following an Elected Member enquiry regarding national comparisons, Brian advised that the
Scottish Government produce an annual compendium of results (this is available from
hftp://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/0050345 0.pd_D

Customer services − % customers satisfied with overall service
Customer services − % customers satisfied we did what we said we would do
Customer services − % customers satisfied with how well staff did their job
Customer services − % customers satisfied with quality of information received
Customer services −
% customers satisfied with time taken to speak to someone about the enquiry



These indicators relate to customer satisfaction in terms of all areas of the service, i.e. Contact
Centre, First Stop Shop, and processing Blue Badge applications and Scottish Welfare Fund
awards.
This is a new indicator and annual results for 2015/16 showed performance levels above 95%
and well above the target of 90%. It was noted that the target had been increased from 85% in
2014/15 to 90% in 2016/17 although Members considered this requires to be reviewed and
amended in line with actual outcomes.
Members also expressed concern that performance in this indicator may deteriorate following
changes to the opening hours of First Stop Shops and considered it should be kept under review
to assess any impact.

Gold applications − % availability
This indicator measures the proportion of Gold (priority 1) applications (e.g. MySWIS) that are
accessible when they should be.
Annual results for 2015/16 show that 99.7% of applications are available as required. It was
noted that this indicator shows a sustained level of performance in line with the target of 99.9%.
Brian advised that considerable deviations are required for availability to drop to 97%, for
example.
Following an Elected Member enquiry regarding hacking, Brian advised that we had had two
separate instances in the last 6 months when an e−mail got through the firewall and both thee−mail

and attachment were opened by the recipient. This was what's classed as a zero day attack
(i.e. a virus just written) and the software houses hadn't picked it up yet. 30 mins after this − they
had and the appropriate level of protection kicked in and we were able to deal with the attack
appropriately. Because of the strength of the software houses, the council are regularly able to
deal with/repulse attacks.
Brian also advised that the council's approach to information governance helps to ensure our
data is as protected as we can possibly make it, with the relevant password controls and
compartmentalism on access, approach to data security, and robust fire walls and anti−security
mechanisms.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Wide area network − % availability
This indicator measures the proportion of the wide area network that is available for use when it
should be. This relates to all council owned fibre, leased lines, and network connections that
provide both data and telephony services. This indicator looks at the number of incidents and
how quickly systems are back up and running.
Annual results for 2015/16 show that 99.81% of the wide area network is available as required. It
was noted that this indicator shows a sustained level of performance in line with the target of
99.9%.
In his service overview Brian had referred to the recent outage when a power failure resulted in
the datacentre going down, and this was back up and running (with applications being available)
from the afternoon.
No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Primary I outages, caused by NLC failures − number of outages
Primary I outages, caused by third party suppliers − number of outages
This indicator refers to the number of occasions that a priority service (priority 1) has been
unavailable to users. The indicator had previously looked at all outages, but was split in 2016/17
into failures caused by the council and those caused by third party suppliers.
Annual results for 2015/16 show 50 outages for the year compared to 34 in 2014/15 and 31 in
2013/14. The increased level of outages in 2015/16 were down to a combination of third party
suppliers, user process, power, application and system failures.
An analysis of 2016/17 figures to date show 21 outages (19 caused by the council and 2 by third
party suppliers).
Brian advised the number of council failures is mainly down to switches/servers breaking before
they were able to be replaced as part of the service's replacement programme. When combined,
the 21 outages as at Q2 are below the target expected for this time (i.e. 25).



No areas of concern were identified by the sub group.

Service desk − % of reported incidents resolved by service partner within SLA
This indicator measures all incidents resolved by the service partner within the service level
agreement (SLA).
Annual results for 2015/16 show 97.4% of incidents resolved within the SLA; this is a similar level
of performance to previous years (97.3% in 2014/15 and 97.7% in 2013/14) and is above the
target of 95%. Performance in 2016/17 to date continues to show high levels of performance with
98.2% resolved within the SLA as at Q2.
Brian advised that the target for this indicator (95%) reflects the previous contract with Northgate
and that this would be reviewed in line with the new contract with Wipro which commenced on
January 2017.
Following an Elected Member enquiry, Brian advised that performance for Wipro would be able to
be assessed through the Q4 2016/17 figures (covering January/February/March 2017) and these
would be available in April 2017.

Service desk calls − % customer satisfaction
This indicator measures customer satisfaction levels with all calls resolved by the service partner.
This is determined from the customer surveys issued to customers upon resolution of their
service call.
Annual results for 2015/16 show 99.4% of customers satisfied; this is a similar level of
performance to previous years (99.5% in 2014/15 and 99.6% in 2013/14) and is above the target
of 95%. Performance in 2016/17 to date continues to show high levels of performance with
99.6% customers satisfied as at Q2
Brian advised that the target for this indicator (95%) also reflects the previous contract with
Northgate and that this would be reviewed in line with the new contract with Wipro which
commenced on 1st January 2017.

Discussions during final deliberations included recommendations from sub group Members
for changes to the targets and/or thresholds for the following:

a. Council tax collection − cost o f collecting council tax per dwelling − review and reduce
target

b. Non domestic rates − % collected during the year− review and reintroduce quarterly
thresholds

c. Benefits administration − gross cost for processing benefits − review and amend target
d. Benefits administration − average days to process change o f circumstances − review

and decrease target
e. First Stop shops − % of customers waiting less than 10 minutes − review and

reintroduce thresholds
f. Scottish welfare fund awards − % made within national timescales − review and

increase target
g. Customer satisfaction measures (x 5) − review and increase target
h. Service desk − % of reported incidents resolved by service partner within SLA and

Service desk calls − % customer satisfaction − review targets in line with the new Wipro
contract and amend as required

Discussions during final deliberations included suggestions from sub group Members for
changes to performance measures or for the development of new measures (or inclusion of
information that was identified to already exist). This includes:

i. Measures to enable assessment of the customer journey / customer portal



Appendix 5
Supplementary Information
Head of Environmental Assets

1. Kilometres of roads in each of the 4 categories (i.e. A, B, C, and unclassified).

A Road carriageway

B Road carriageway

C Road carriageway

U Road carriageway

173km (26km Dual)

149km (6km Dual)

250km (4km Dual)

1,031km (1km Dual)

= 147km road length

= 143km road length

= 246km road length

= 1,030km road length

2. Breakdown of income for each park, including ground rent and usage per park.

2016/17 2016/17
2014/15 2015/16 proiected YTD

Strathclyde Park
Total Income
Land rent

595,231 523,110 491,598 363,459
352,313 308,015 304,345 234,112

Booking office (includes water, land
and seasonal activities) 241,279 212,833 184,965 127,858
Visitor numbers 5,661,755 5,432,305 4,431,574

Drumpellier
Total income 24,142 36,516 39,182 31,101
Land rent 15,150 27,372 29,286 22,528
Boating 3,897 5,431 4,001 4,001
Visitor numbers 953,426 917,304 741,443

Palacerigq
Total income
Land rent
Sales
Visitor numbers

28,166
6,617

20,047
610,712

42,206
9,771

29,825
580,037

41,847
15,230
23,825

37,792
15,230
20,163

406,355

3. Breakdown of road casualties by types of roads and types of accidents.
The following information is based on the calendar year 2016 and is the basic information
achievable without delving into the particulars of any individual accident. Trunk road incidents
would need to be analysed individually, i.e. A725 part local/part trunk.

Note, any individual accident can be the result of several variables and that a specific cause
may not be easily apportioned. Put simply, a pedestrian may be involved in or have caused
an accident where they themselves were not injured.

The records provided by the police, for 2016, indicate 1,009 accidents (to date) with over half
being damage−only. The police no longer inform the council of damage−only accidents (since
September).



The following breakdown is based on the 479 injury accidents, i.e. 4 fatal / 6 8 serious / 407
slight, resulting in 626 casualties, i.e. 4 fatal! 76 serious/ 546 slight. The Scotland−wide
targets are based on casualties not accidents.

The table below is based on the 479 injury accidents resulting in 626 casualties:

Casualties Casualties CasualtiesClass Fatal Serious Slight
Pedestrian 1 22 69
Cycle 1 4 21
Motorbike 0 6 8
Car 1 39 421
HGV 1 3 17
Bus 0 1 4
Others 0 1 6
Total 4 1 76 546

Total by % of TotalClass
92 15%
26 4%
14 2%

461 74%
21 3%
5 1%
7 1%

626

− − C h i l d r e n %of %of
by Class Class Total

38 41% 6%
6 23% 1%
0 −−−−29

6% 5%
0 −−−−0

−−−−0
−− −

73 −− 12%

In terms of the type of road; the accidents have been identified as being:
• 737 in 20130mph roads
• 50 in 40mph roads
• 38 in 50mph roads
• 95 in 60mph
• 86 in 70mph roads

Most accidents are noted in 20/30mph areas so can be assumed to be residential, however,
the accuracy of the speed limit data cannot be verified and would need to be reviewed
individually.

4. Street lights − cost benefit analysis.
The number on LED streetlights will indeed increase for the reasons outlined in Appendix 1
with a consequential reduction in repairs. The introduction of LED's some 2 to 3 years ago
was not taken up by the council as they were then not deemed cost effective and this was an
untried technology.

Several local authorities who did install LED lights early on had problems and complaints
relating to lack of light backspill (cut off), i.e. garden areas/front doors in total darkness and
excessive glare from the lights. Some authorities also reduced the lighting levels far too much
and thereby generated complaints from the public.

North Lanarkshire Council's lighting team design LED installations using current generation
LED Luminaires which have a greater spread of light to reduce the effect of "cut off'. These
also produce less glare (due to the use of lower colour temperature LED's).

Complaints regarding poorer quality of new lights probably relates to the 2010 and 2012/13
energy reduction scheme which was carried out in residential areas. Some 27,000 non LED
residential lights had their wattages reduced, the number of complaints relating to this was
very small (roughly about 10 complaints).

A report was considered by the Planning and Transportation Committee in August 2016
regarding the strategy for energy efficiency street lighting lantern conversions
(hftps://mars.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/egenda/images/aft84274.pd ), this provides a cost
benefit analysis.

5. Outline the various contributory factors to performance levels continually higher than
target for the average days to restore street lamps.



There are a number of reasons why Street lights would fail. There could be a blown lamp or a
disruption to the power supply. Because of such factors it is reasonable to set a meaningful
target which is currently 95%. The national average is currently 89.88%.

6. Use of market forces to drive future energy efficiency savings (e.g. in relation to energy
costs for street lamps).

The procurement of electricity for North Lanarkshire Council's streetlights is subject to the
Scottish Governments "National framework agreement for the supply for the Scottish public
sector" The contract runs from 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2018 with an option to extend until 31
March 2019.



Appendix 6
Supplementary Information

Head of Regulatory Services and Waste Solutions

1. What is the reason for the difference in the number of premises for food safety from
2015/16 to 2016/17 (the number has reduced from over 7,000 per quarter to around
2,500)?
The broadly complaint figures which preceded the FHIS assessment, used to be reported on a
monthly basis. The collector of this information appears to have added all three month's
premises together to make a quarter's quota, giving the appearance that were around 7,000
eligible premises per quarter.
Moving to the new assessment (FHIS) a decision was made to report on a true quarterly basis
and not monthly as had occurred in the past. With one correct numerator and denominator
now being directly provided, the scope for confusion is removed. That said, the outcome of the
cumulated figures of 2015/16 are not wrong in that the percentage value of the then broadly
compliant premises assessment is accurate (which is the main point) although the total
number of eligible premises appears to have been inadvertently misreported.
The number of registered food businesses within North Lanarkshire, although subject to
natural fluctuation, has remained more or less around the 2,600 mark for many years. For
FHIS, before calculation, there is a small deduction of any registered food business awaiting a
first ever inspection and those exempt from the scheme.

2. To ensure a complete overview, Members requested sight of the complete suite of
environmental health Apse indicators that NLC was instrumental in developing.
This will be circulated to Scrutiny Panel Members and a copy made available in the Members
library.

3. How many bins get a sticker to say they are not collected due to co−mingled waste, and
what awareness raising/education is carried out with the public to try and resolve this?
Since the introduction of the tagging system in October 2013, a total of 65,000 yellow tags
have been issued to residents advising of the contamination present within their bins. This
yellow tag re−emphasises the material which can be placed in the bin and the bin will still be
uplifted due to the relatively low levels of contamination present.
Very few red tags have been issued, but approximately 5,000 bins have not been uplifted due
to the significant levels of contamination. In this instance details of the resident will be passed
to the Waste Minimisation Officers who will then visit the resident and provide further
information on what material can and cannot be deposited within the bin. After this visit
arrangements will then be made to have the bin uplifted.
Arrangements are now in place to relaunch the tagging system throughout the council area
and Waste Solutions are working with colleagues within Corporate Communications to
develop an appropriate communication strategy.

4. How many missed bins are there and what is the cost of a re−visit to empty a missed
bin?
Based on records for 2015/16 there were 15,760 missed in total (a mix of Blue = 3,153,
Residual = 6,067, Brown = 2,908, Food = 2,904, Glass = 728).
It should be noted that although all of the above bins are classified as missed, it is certain that
a significant percentage of these bins will have been bins that were not presented for
collection but in the absence of any clear evidence to the contrary we would go back to uplift.
It is estimated that it costs the service approximately £17 per missed bin and as a result this
equates to £267,920 per annum. With the move to the new collection system and the overall
reduction in the number of uplifts together with the introduction of a scavenger vehicle which
will be used for missed bins etc, we are confident that we can reduce both the number of bins
being reported as missed and the costs associated with sending vehicles etc to collect the
bins.



5. What is the volume of special uplifts undertaken and associated costs/income?
In total we receive approximately 75,000 special uplift requests (50,000 general uplifts; 24,000
electrical goods; 650 Christmas trees) and achieve an income of around £35,000 against a
total cost of providing the service of £565,645.



Appendix 7
Supplementary Information

Head of Revenue and E−Government Solutions

1. It was noted that the Contact Centre dealt with 489,343 calls during 2015/16, what is
the volume of e−mail/electronic or any other forms of communication?

See tables below. This shows the volume of transactions for 2015/16 (April 2015 to March
2016) compared to 2016/17 to date (April to December 2016) (not including telephone
calls).

84% of the communication detailed below is through electronic means. The introduction of
the customer portal aims to increase the volume of automatic communications.

E−forms and e−mails to mailboxes

environmental
escalation
repairs

any other e−mail
call back
general enquiries
bookings
free school meals
card (i.e. payments)
real time

2015/16 April to
December 2016

29,506 15,569
19,440 22,274
17,775 12,365

21 14,657
16,684 9,439
8,858 7,101
5,776 6,414
1,836 1,140

645 1,110
1,936 737

sub total 102,477 90,806

All other forms of communication

complaints (through other means, e.g. internally
forwarded e−mails)
crowd control interactions (social media)
free school meals (manually worked forms)
free school meals (sms)
free school meals (emails sent out with netcall)
free school meals (letters sent)
community centre bookings (manually worked forms)

sub total

Overall total

1,443 1,513

2,974 2,551
7,186 6,513
5,628 5,444

464 404
676 562
910 335

19,281 17,322

121,758 108,128


